
My Observations about  the Meetings in 
Kerala, Karnataka, Telangana and A.P. 

 
My beloved ARTEEians , 

 

                Yesterday 11.02.17, I  came back from my exhaustive 
but very productive tour of South Zone. I addressed three 
meetings in three different States in four days. 
 
         First, the Seminar and Workshop in Kozhicode (Calicut), 
Kerala  on 7

th
 Feb, then Karanataka Meeting in Banagaluru on 

09
th

 Feb and then Andhra/Telangana Meeting in Hyderabad 
on 10

th
 Feb. Meetings were attended by large number of 

Members from different parts of these states. In three 
meetings I have come across the excellent commitment of 
ARTEE Members and their dedication towards the 
Association. The Members are totally committed to ensure 
the failure of any move against the Unity and Integrity of our 
beloved Association. 
 
     These Meetings have successfully enlightened and 
updated the members in all issues, whether on Cadre Based 
or on Organizational matters. Members accepted this fact 
that all problems we facing today are the product of wrong 
decisions taken by the earlier leadership. I asked Members to 
point out any issues developed due to any decision taken by 
me or the present leadership of ARTEE. Strangely the people 
who enjoyed name, fame and power on top posts of our 
Association since last 17 years are now blaming present 
leadership for which they have no right. Members were 
visibly satisfied when I told them about the efforts of current 
central office to solve the issues. I told them that currently 
we are working on 14 issues and all are gifted to us. 
 



        These Meetings have successfully cleared the lies being 
spread by miscreants. I was surprised about the different 
types of lies spread by them. Members asked me that when 
these people could not solve any of our cadre specific issues 
even after enjoying the top posts for almost 19 years what 
they will do now. Clearly the efforts are to misguide the 
members. Another lie is spread about the exodus from 
ARTEE. I found it is nowhere. Members are committed and 
no one wants to leave ARTEE.  
 
I appreciate the efforts and whole heartedly convey my 
thanks to, Sh.Harikrishnan Nair, Sh.V.N.Harilal, Sh. Zubair  
Konnikkal and Sh.Roby MK, who accompanied me up to 
Hyderabad. Their Commitment against divisive forces and for 
unity of ARTEE in unmatched. 
 
       After the meeting I am sure that spirit of Unity in ARTEE 
is unbeatable, the spirit of ARTEEianism is unmatched and 
ARTEE Flag will always fly high and undeterred. Divisive 
forces will always be defeated when they will try to divide 
ARTEE. Such committed Members are the Real Sons of 
ARTEE and fake can never win from Real. 
 

Umesh Chandra,  
President, ARTEE. 


